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2020 has confronted us with many challenges as a society, and specifically 
regarding our community and social life. In March 2020, with the outbreak of the 
Covid-19 pandemic, we had to start keeping distance from each other and it was 
prohibited to have meetings and events like we used to. These challenges only 
strengthened our need as individuals to have a strong communal life and meeting 

caring people around us.

   The new reality brought us to re-organize and adjust our activities in accordance 
with the changing governmental policies. We switched to online events and 
activities, and had many online community gatherings via Zoom. In addition, as 
restrictions allowed, we continued to have in-person events in small groups. Also, 
much of our activity range has shifted to providing technical, mental, and physical 

assistance for those in need during this challenging time.

At the same time we continue to develop our organization and after three years 
under the umbrella of Lauder Yeshurun we opened our own new independent 
NGO: ICE-Israeli Community Europe e.V.   Furthermore, we found a suitable space, 
which will be used as Zusammen’s new community home for future activities in 
the upcoming years. We are still in preparations for the grand opening, which is 

expected to be in early 2021.

    I would like to take this opportunity and thank personally our sponsors, the 
organizations and funds, who support Zusammen and are involved in our work. 
Your confidence, dedication, and support are highly appreciated and have been a 
great help to our growth and achieving our goals. A big thank you to the dedicated 
Zusammen team, without whom our meaningful work for the community would 
not have been possible. But the biggest thank you goes to you, dear Israelis, 
families, and all the precious people who believe in us and keep taking part in 
our events and activities. Thank you for being there, for the cooperation, and for 
taking an active role in Zusammen and the community's development towards a 

better future.

   With the blessing of “a year ended with its curses, a new year begins with its 
blessings” I hope to see you all in-person again very soon.

Yours truly,

On a wintery evening in March 2017, Tehila and Netanel Darmon were sitting in 
their living room with friends that came for a nice dinner. The guests were young 
people who met the Darmons during their Shlichut in India in 2013, when they 

founded a home for Israeli travelers in Goa.

At the end of the dinner they discussed their experiences in India and how the 
sense of connection and focus on what they have in common created a fertile 
ground for them to have a good and deep relationships, which remained for many 
years after. How much a place like this can be powerful and meaningful, especially 
during these times, when our society is split and scattered all around the world 
and people focus on the difference of opinions, such as faith and political points 

of view each one holds. 

This dinner ignited in the Darmons the will to go again for a Shlichut to a foreign 
country and create a space where Israelis can meet; regardless of their race, 
religion, gender, political point of view or life style. They aspired to a place where 
Israelis can connect and listen to each other and find the good and common, 

which exist in us as a nation. 

The Darmons have decided to move to Berlin, where there was already a big Israeli 
immigrant community that attracts more Israelis every year. They believed that 
creating a space in Hebrew, which contains and accept all people, will unite the 
different groups in the community and provide a meeting place based on common 

identity and culture.  

In August 2017, after getting support from Lauder Yeshurun for their project, the 
Darmons arrived in Berlin, and started inviting local Israelis for Friday dinners 
using the brand “Zusammen,” which means ‘together’ in German. The dinners 
quickly became a place where people could meet and get to know each other, 
and after five months, 50 people came each week to Friday dinners. In time, the 
dinners were in addition to culture and music events, lectures and workshops on 

various topics, holiday celebrations for all ages, and many more. 

In 2020, after three years of work and the development of the communal space 
in Zusammen as the central and biggest stage in Berlin for maintaining and 
preserving Hebrew language and Israeli culture, and since Zusammen became 
the main support factor in Israelis’ social engagement, the vision got one step 

closer with turning Zusammen into an independent NGO.

Tehila Darmon, CEO
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Zusammen aims to create a community based on Israeli culture and Jewish 
identity. The organization’s guiding values are partnership, enrichment, mutual 
support and strengthening the mutual identity of the community. The activities 
are designed and adapted to different target groups, such families, young adults 
and adults. 
Zusammen works in three main areas in order to implement its goals:

Judaism is not only a religion, but a whole world of culture and traditions, which 
bring us all home. One of the main foundations is the sitting of the family 
around the Shabbat/holiday table, with special moments.
Throughout the year we host events and Jewish holiday dinners according to the 
Jewish calendar to preserve the Jewish tradition. Most of the events are for free 
or with a symbolic fee.

“Kol israel Achim” expression means more to Israelis in the diaspora. 
The mutual responsibility in the community assists all members.

Life in Europe is different than life in Israel in many aspects, and from time to 
time we all have the need to listen to an Israeli song, watch a play or listen to an 
interesting lecture in Hebrew, and spend time with other Israelis, laughing from 
jokes that only Israelis would understand. Preserving the Hebrew language and 
connection to the Israeli culture are central values in Zusammen’s activities:

Friday dinners with 50 local 
Israelis, Kabbalat Shabbat 
according to traditional Jewish 
customs with Israeli and family 
atmosphere. We cook the 
dinners together with a group of 
volunteers every Thursday. 

Business entrepreneurship 
projects in the community, with 
social meetings and conferences 
that aim to encourage the creation 
of business networking inside the 
Berlin community. 

Lectures and workshops in 
Hebrew to different audiences of 
different ages, from Israeli experts, 
from Berlin and Israel.

Cultural events every Sunday and 
children's plays with the aim of making 
Hebrew literature and language 
accessible to younger age groups.

3/  Zusammen’s Activities

The Jewish identity

Creating and strengthening the communal life

Zusammen Team

Israeli culture

Eight holiday events are designed for 
families with children to celebrate 
together according to the Jewish tradition 
and Israeli culture, such as Chanukah and 
Purim parties, community Kumzitz on Lag 
BaOmer, “Zikaron Basalon” every Israeli 
Holocaust Memorial Day and more.

Rosh HaShana and Passover dinners are 
between the biggest in Berlin (over 200 
participants), with an Israeli atmosphere. 

Social engagement 
entrepreneurship projects 
in the community, for the 
community, that aim to 
encourage communal change 
and personal initiatives. 

Producing concerts and 
shows of famous Israeli artists 
for an affordable price. 

“Alef Ohel Bet Berlin” 
project for teaching Hebrew 
in an interactive way for kids. 

Board of Directors – ICE
Amit Feldman – Member of the board
Adi Mischari – Member of the board
Baruch Hayat – Member of the board

Netanel Darmon – Chair  
Keren Milman – Deputy Chair
Oded Kruchik – Controller 
Iris Hirshtal – Secretary 

Yotam Peretz 
Accounting 

Moran Rosenthal
Brand Designer

  Maya Wolffberg
 Community and
Content Manager

Tehila Darmon
CEO
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6/  Facing 2021

Funds
Administrative

activities

Projects 
fees

Total incomeTotal expenses

Fundraising

Private 
donors

3
15

19
28

3560270

7403315
Community 

picnics 
with 100 

participants

Different 
frontal events – 

workshops, tours, 
lectures etc.

Participants in 
holiday events 

for adults
Participants 

during the 
year

Students between 
the ages of 4-9 in the 
project “Alef Oel Beit 

Berlin’’ – Hebrew 
lessons for kids

Volunteers in 
different projects

Kids participated 
in family holiday 

events

Online and live events – 
classes, workshops, interviews, 

and cultural events
Shishi 

dinners

44%

340,000 Euro340,000 Euro

15% 80%
6%5%

50%

IncomeExpenses

Community for the community project during corona time providing technical/logistic 
support to community members in quarantine or at risk groups that cannot perform daily 
tasks as preparing food or buy groceries. In addition, we founded a hotline in Hebrew for 
mental support, operated by trained volunteers, in collaboration with Ofek.

After two and a half years working under 
the umbrella of Lauder Yeshurun, we are 
now an independent NGO - International 
Community Europe e.V. – ICE. 
ICE will manage our activities in Berlin 
and other cities in Europe.

We celebrated the traditional 
holidays in accordance with 
corona regulations, in capsules, 
gave Chanukah sets to community 
members and tried to keep Friday 
dinners as possible.

2021 is expected to be an important year for the organization, in which we will expand 
our activities significantly and the various services we provide to the community.

During summer 2021 we plan to open a 
learning center for students, with a coffee 
shop, rooms for studying in groups or alone 
and a library. We also aim to provide activities 
only for students. 

We plan to open a second Zusammen in 
Vienna, Austria, before Rosh Hashanah, with 
similar activities. 

Opening “Zusammen Center” in spring 
2021, which is a community center for our 
weekly activities in East Berlin. Having this 
center will allow us to expand our activities 
even more.

Social engagement project for 15 
chosen community members, who will 
initiate, plan and execute projects for 
the community. The participants will 
be guided by professionals during the 
project. 



ICE Israeli Community Europe e.v    |    27/668/56579 f36 Europa/f136

Address: Brernauer str 44 , 10435 Berlin
Phone: 015114138735

Mail: info@zusammenberlin.com

Donations to Zuzman activities can be made on our website
www.zusammenberlin.com

Or by transfer to the association's bank account:

ICE israeli community europe e,v 
IBAN: DE 18100700240898976600

SWIFT/BIC: DEUTDEDBBER
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http:// www.zusammenberlin.com

